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1. Thank you for inviting me…  PowerPoint Slide 1 Thank you colleagues for inviting me to your congress. I admire your country very much and it is a very great privilege for me to be here, to work and learn with you. I have some knowledge and understandings to share with you and look forward to the knowledge and perspectives you have to share with me. As educators we belong to a global profession: the teaching of children is of utmost importance in every country in the world. The future of the world depends on how successfully we do our work. We have much to learn from each other and it is important that we work as global colleagues. So it is a very deep honour for me to be able to contribute with you today and over the next few days. Ma’af kolega kolega, sedikit bahasa Indonesia saya! Ma’af.



Think globally – act locally

GLOBAL – me

LOCAL – you

Personal stance – posisi Anda - us

+
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2.	The nature of educational standards  PowerPoint Slide 2 My purpose this morning is to share some knowledge about education standards and the ways they are manifest in education systems outside Indonesia. I am keen to learn about your system while I am here. In this talk I will examine broad global activities around ‘standards’, so that you can consider your local circumstances and the relevance of global developments to your school, your educational system and to your nationally developed standards.  
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Outline of presentation

A ‘GLOBAL’ VIEW:

1. The nature of educational 
standards

2. Learning standards
3. Teaching standards
4. Personal 
professional teacher 
standards

global

national

posisi Anda
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PowerPoint Slide 3 My main point is, that wherever you teach, whatever the standards that are developed and applied from ‘outside’, your own internal professional standards as a teacher are the ones that shape your teaching generally and to those external standards. This professionalisme, these personal standards that make up your professional ‘stance’, posisi anda, as some call it, need to be continuously examined, evaluated, sustained and renewed. 
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Educational standards

Learning standards: the outcomes that 
students should achieve from learning
Teaching standards: the required levels of 
training, expertise and practice for 
teachers
Program standards – i.e. the required 
teacher qualifications, teaching-learning 
contexts, materials, equipment, student-
teacher ratios, etc that enable the learning 
standards and teaching standards to be 
achieved.
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PowerPoint Slide 4 Firstly, let us consider what educational standards are, what purposes they serve and where they come from. There are three main types of formalised educational standards evident in various ways in most OECD countries:Learning standards that describe the outcomes that students should achieve from learning,Teaching standards that describe required levels of training, expertise and practice for teachers, andProgram standards – i.e. the required teacher qualifications, teaching-learning contexts, materials, equipment, student-teacher ratios, etc that enable the learning standards and teaching standards to be achieved. The Indonesian Ministry of National Education Strategic Plan 2005-09 emphasises these standards.These standards are evident globally and applied universally within nations and states, and they have been developed externally to schools.  There are however, additional standards that are both curriculum and teacher practice driven, but are less formalised though just as evident. Such standards are more ‘local’ in origin and implementation as they are inherent in teacher professional practice and are developed and held by teachers, individually or in professional communities, or by school staffs, faculties, or by teacher professional associations. Such standards encompass ethical as well as professional dimensions in teaching. The importance of these professional standards has been somewhat overlooked and I will return to them later. 
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Purposes of educational standards

Educational standards are 
described and mandated by 
governments to drive 
educational improvement and 
national growth
They are used to establish 
accountabilities
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Presentation Notes
Learning standards are common across the education systems of the industrialized world. Teaching standards are less common and less similar in appearance. Both sets of standards share some common qualities: they have been described externally to schools, they are mandated and they are designed to drive improvement. They are intended to achieve excellence in learning to ensure future national growth and development. Mandating teaching standards is seen to be a way of achieving higher learning standards through school based accountabilities. 3.	Learning standards Learning standards describe the learning outcomes that individual, or groups of, students need to achieve. These standards are in most cases determined by an education bureaucracy and endorsed by government (regional or national) and are usually applied universally (that is across the whole student population in a particular age/year level cohort).  
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Learning standards

Aspects of learning standards:
curriculum (what is it that students should 
know, understand and be able to do?)
mandated
teacher situated

global

local
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They are mostly described in curriculum terms. That is, the learning for a particular subject for a particular cohort or group of students is described in the prescribed curriculum. Levels of required achievement of the curriculum describe the standard of learning to be achieved. These are described in terms of what students should know, understand and be able to do. These standards are generally universal, across all schools, and mandated, students must be assessed against them. Achievement of them enables progression to the next set of standards. Students are assessed against the universal standards either by external testing (distinguished by short simply administered and typically machine marked tests) or external examinations (which are more extensive and often centrally marked by teachers) or by school inspections tied to in-school assessments. Failure to achieve the standards brings forward consequences for the student, for the teacher and the school. Such consequences vary among and within countries. In some countries, such as Australia, failure to achieve the designated standard means that the student attracts additional funding for remediation of the learning problems. In other countries students are required to repeat the learning and do not progress to the next year level. In some countries, for example in England and in many states in the USA, schools with consistently low achievement by students against the mandated standards are closed and reopened with a new principal and new teaching staff.  Comparisons across industrialized OECD countries of student performance and the subsequent international comparisons and national analysis that occurs following release of achievement results has resulted in nationally developed learning standards more closely resembling each other, particularly in Mathematics and Science. There has been close examination of the standards of those countries with high levels of performance: Japan, Finland, South Korea and Canada.
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developed by

Contents of the ASN
Achievement Content Standards Repository 
(ACSR) includes over 713 learning standards 
documents for K-12 education as 
promulgated by departments of education. 

Research and Development on best practices 
and recommendations for representing 
content and skill standards.
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The capacity of countries to compare their curriculum and learning standards for age/year level cohorts is becoming easier as a result of digital technologies. Indeed it is now possible for teachers with access to the internet to compare their own curricula and standards with other curricula and standards frameworks using easily searched digital data bases developed in the United States by Jess and Co for the Achievement Standards Network at  http://www.achievementstandards.org/. The process of including a range of countries has commenced and currently, as well as each US state includes Ireland and Singapore. Soon China will be included and hopefully each of the states of Australia. I saw a demonstration of this system recently in Washington and it will provide teachers, as well as administrators, with a capacity to match and modify ‘local’ curricula and standards to relevant international or ‘global’ standards. This will assist us as teachers in managing the global as well as the local learning needs of our students, and will support the fulfilment of the Indonesian Ministry of Education Strategic Plan.



Classroom standards
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Effectiveness of learning standards  



Research on global application 
of learning standards

National goals as expressed in performance 
standards:
raise aspirations and define educational excellence
make educational objectives transparent to students and
provide a framework for teachers

Learning standards must be aligned with:
The curriculum taught in schools
Teaching resources and textbooks
Teacher training
Professional development
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In a recent study of education structures and systems around the world, Scleicher and Stewart (2008) have found that the common primary key feature of excellent education systems is the existence of ‘high universal standards’. They have found the effect of these national goals as expressed in performance standards, is to:raise aspirations and define educational excellencemake educational objectives transparent to students andprovide a framework for teachers.They found that the most successful countries align their assessment of standards with the required curriculum and, as is the case with South Korea, Japan and China, standards are aligned with teacher preparation, professional development and teaching resources. Successful countries give discretion to teachers in determining the application of the standards and in assisting students reach the standards. They also found that national standards do not drive improvement by themselves, but “must be supported by the education system, by teachers, schools, students, teacher-training institutions and education publishers.”  (Stewart 2008) 
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Teaching standards

Teacher achievement determined by 
student achievement against learning 
standards
Some countries describe accomplished
teaching
Inputs: teacher training, class size, 
resources
Outputs: student learning outcomes
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4.	Teaching Standards PowerPoint Slide 10 Many teachers across OECD countries have found that the external development of student learning standards has forced them into rethinking the ways they teach and into reconsidering their relationships with their students. Some have found this to be a negative and alienating development. Some feel that the content of the assessment of the standards is far removed from the curriculum: what is tested is not what is required to be taught. Others have felt that their students have particular learning difficulties or needs that the standards do not reflect and that they are being judged by their students’ performance, without these particular student characteristics being taken into account. Successful education systems have taken these concerns into account by closely aligning standards with the curriculum and with assessment tools. They have also demonstrated analysis of student failure by comparing schools achievements with similar populations of students: poor, immigrant, indigenous etc. Countries like Finland and Japan have increased teacher autonomy in the ways the standards are interpreted and delivered to reflect local circumstances. There has not been, however, a move away from nationally developed universally applicable learning standards by any OECD countries including those at the top of the OECD performance tables. Those countries with rapidly rising levels of educational achievement, China and India for example, are successfully extending national education goals and standards despite significant linguistic and economic variation across their populations.  There is also a globally consistent trend to make judgements about teacher performance based on student performance against the universal standards. This is particularly the case in Europe, the USA, Singapore, South Korea and will be the case in Australia. In these circumstances, teaching standards are determined by curriculum standards and the levels of student achievement of them. Professionalism is measured by accountabilities related to the curriculum established standards, that is, to student learning ‘outputs’. Previously teaching standards were assured by regulatory ‘inputs’, particularly pre-service teacher training. Teachers have stressed the importance of other inputs like class sizes and the quality of materials and facilities as factors in ensuring high teaching standards. Research has shown however that once a critical ‘input’ mass has been achieved, for example requiring every teacher to be a graduate with a degree in teaching, student performance is not related to variations in the money spent on education or on class size (within a particular range). As we shall shortly see, research of the last ten years indicates that the quality of teachers and their teaching is the key variable. As a result of this reality, the move towards defining quality teaching through teaching standards has increased.  Countries are responding differently in developing professional teacher standards that are not simply based on curricula standards and student achievement. Most require some on-site assessment of teachers and reward for quality performance. In Australia, the ‘advanced skills teacher’ attracts greater salary. Singapore, for example, offers three careers that teachers can pursue, master teacher, subject specialist, or administration (to principal). 
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Teacher developed professional 
standards. Australia. 2006.

Example: 

Professional standards for accomplished 
teaching of languages and cultures 

Language specific annotations: 
Indonesian
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The national Australian government has worked with teacher subject associations to create descriptions of professional standards of ‘accomplished teaching’ in particular subject areas. I evaluated the foreign language teaching standards (available at http://www.pspl.unisa.edu.au/) for the national government and thought you might like to see what these profession developed standards require of an accomplished teacher of Bahasa Indonesia in Australia



Professional standards for accomplished teaching 
of languages and cultures: Bahasa Indoneisan

Teacher standards in:
Knowledge of Indonesian language and culture
Language pedagogy for Bahasa Indonesia

Educational theory and practice
Ethics and responsibility
Professional relationships
Active engagement with wider context (local – global)
Program standards (teaching context and resources)
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 Teachers found it difficult to agree on what ‘accomplished teaching’ actually meant in practice and the standards are quite long (about 8 pages) and complex, covering, in this case:Knowledge of Indonesian language and cultureLanguage pedagogy for Bahasa IndonesiaEducational theory and practiceEthics and responsibilityProfessional relationshipsActive engagement with wider context (local – global)AdvocacyPersonal Characteristics, andProgram standards (teaching context and resources) The following extracts are provided for your information but also for your professional judgement. Do you think these are the sorts of qualities, skills and knowledges that ‘accomplished teachers’ should have of your language? Are they similar to those that you would expect of a teacher of English in an Indonesian school? Would you be happy to have your professionalism judged against these criteria?



Extract from teacher developed 
standards – Bahasa Indonesia

Accomplished teachers of Indonesian have the ability to use 
Indonesian outside classroom contexts, such as:

managing the transactional needs of basic living and travelling in 
Indonesia
engaging in casual conversation with other speakers of 
Indonesian including non-native speakers 
participating in some formal language contexts (such as visiting a 
school or meeting local community members)
making telephone calls, reading and writing e-mails and/or letters, 
reading newspapers and magazines, watching television 
broadcasts and listening to radio programs with a general 
understanding. (However, in news broadcasts and current affairs, 
aspects such as assumed knowledge, speed of delivery, 
specialised vocabulary, acronyms, etc require a greater linguistic 
and cultural repertoire than is needed for teaching)
reading literature and using contemporary media (e.g. magazines, 
internet, television, films, etc.) for enjoyment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 PowerPoint Slide 13Accomplished teachers of Indonesian have the ability to use Indonesian outside classroom contexts, such as:managing the transactional needs of basic living and travelling in Indonesiaengaging in casual conversation with other speakers of Indonesian including non-native speakers participating in some formal language contexts (such as visiting a school or meeting local community members)making telephone calls, reading and writing e-mails and/or letters, reading newspapers and magazines, watching television broadcasts and listening to radio programs with a general understanding. (However, in news broadcasts and current affairs, aspects such as assumed knowledge, speed of delivery, specialised vocabulary, acronyms, etc require a greater linguistic and cultural repertoire than is needed for teaching)reading literature and using contemporary media (e.g. magazines, internet, television, films, etc.) for enjoyment  and



Extract from teacher developed 
standards – Bahasa Indonesia

Teachers have explicit knowledge of the linguistic system of 
Indonesian and demonstrate this in their teaching, e.g.:

principles of word formation (prefixes, suffixes, 
reduplication, etc.)
principles of sentence structure (word order, connectives, 
etc.)
the sound system and orthographic system of Indonesian
features of the noun system: e.g. reduplication
features of the verb system: e.g. the di- passive 
construction, verb families built on stems + ber-, ter-, men-
prefixes.
features of noun verb system: e.g. ke- -an, pe- -an, forms.
personal pronouns: e.g. formal and informal versions of 
pronouns (e.g. anda, kamu), avoidance or omission of 
pronouns and the use of address terms in place of ‘you’
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Presentation Notes
PowerPoint Slide 14Teachers have explicit knowledge of the linguistic system of Indonesian and demonstrate this in their teaching, e.g.:principles of word formation (prefixes, suffixes, reduplication, etc.)principles of sentence structure (word order, connectives, etc.)the sound system and orthographic system of Indonesianfeatures of the noun system: e.g. reduplicationfeatures of the verb system: e.g. the di- passive construction, verb families built on stems + ber-, ter-, men- prefixes.features of noun verb system: e.g. ke- -an, pe- -an, forms.personal pronouns: e.g. formal and informal versions of pronouns (e.g. anda, kamu), avoidance or omission of pronouns and the use of address terms in place of ‘you’ An interesting feature of these Australian foreign language teaching standards is that they include a ‘Program Standard’ which describes the optimal teaching contexts and conditions within which teachers can display ‘accomplished teaching’ and cover the amount of instruction time for Languages and frequency of lessons.  



The primacy of the teacher

More than any other variable,
teachers make the educational
difference.

Teachers matter.
Excellent teachers create 1.5 years of learning per year
Poor teachers create 0.5 years of learning per year
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The primacy of the teacher PowerPoint Slide 15 As mentioned previously, recent research has highlighted the importance of the quality of teaching in achieving high student outcomes. The impact of externally developed and applied teaching and learning standards acts as a measure of teacher quality, although a blunt and contested one.  Standards by themselves do little to improve teacher quality. Most countries have professional development programs attached to the application of these standards and these have proved effective. But they are focussed on particular curriculum outcomes and have done little to cause teachers to strive for personal improvement. In many countries teachers feel, that universally applied standards are unrelated to the students they teach, or what has come to be called, ‘the peopled curriculum’: teachers and students in interaction. Across OECD countries, there is a move to improve the quality of teachers. Australia is looking at increasing teacher salaries and other programs that will attract top undergraduates to enter teaching courses because research shows that higher quality graduates create higher quality learning. Singapore is seeking a similar outcome by recruiting teachers from the top 30% of each high school class, providing financial support for their initial training and giving teachers 100 hours of professional development. Systems worldwide recognise the importance of the individual teacher and the impact teachers have on learning. This is because research has clearly shown that teachers make the most significant difference, as the OECD report Teachers matter (OECD, 2005) describes. Research has shown just what the difference between effective and ineffective teaching can be. Rivkin et al (2001) for example indicates that moving from being taught by an ‘average teacher’ to a well above average teacher has the same effect as reducing class sizes by ten students. Hanushek (2003) suggests that the achievements of students taught by the best teachers improves learning by the equivalent of 1.5 year levels for a single academic year while students of the worst teachers make only 0.5 of a year’s progress. There are economic consequences attached to these differences both for our students and for our nations and for the future of our world. Researchers at Monash University led by Michael Long have concluded that each additional year students are retained in schooling in Australia increases their future incomes by 8% for each year past compulsion and the national gross domestic product per person by 6% which would result in an overall GDP increase of 0.15%.



Personal professional teaching 
standards

Our stance, posisi, results from our:
“professionalism and knowledge of education, teaching 
and learning,
personal and professional experience and self-
understandings,
understandings of new and different contexts for students, 
teachers and communities and their impacts on learning,
engagement with contemporary understandings, including 
complexities and ambiguities, of [subjects] and pedagogy, 
and by
relating experience and past practices to new situations 
and new understandings as [our] stance develops and 
changes.” (Scarino & Liddicoat, 2008)
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Presentation Notes
We have a most significant role in the economic, as well as intellectual and social lives of our students and through them our nations. As a profession, we must demonstrate and assert our professionalism not just to our students but to our colleagues, our peers in universities and bureaucracies and to our communities, local and global. We need to demonstrate that we have a personal, professional and ethical ‘stance’: the big-picture understanding we bring to our vocation. Our stance shapes our purposes, as well as those expressed through national goals and standards, and our pedagogies. Our stance is our thought-through position that results from our:“professionalism and knowledge of education, teaching and learning,personal and professional experience and self-understandings,understandings of new and different contexts for students, teachers and communities and their impacts on learning,engagement with contemporary understandings, including complexities and ambiguities, of [subjects] and pedagogy, and byrelating experience and past practices to new situations and new understandings as [our] stance develops and changes.” (Scarino & Liddicoat, 2008) Retaining and developing our effectiveness as teachers is dependent on the ways we view our professionalism. It requires us to intellectualise our work through planning, adjusting, analysing and restructuring what we do in classrooms with our students. It requires us to seek feedback from colleagues and from our students and their parents and communities. It requires us to keep up to date with developments in our subject areas and in curriculum generally and pedagogy. It requires us to make connections outside our local domain and into the ‘global’ world of other schools, other systems and other expertise, including expertise outside of our own countries. 
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Professionalisme !

I look forward to working with you in 
achieving this professionalisme
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It requires us to seek opportunities for professional development, such as this excellent congress, and to relate those professional learning experiences to our daily work and to share them with colleagues in order to better implement improvements. It is hard work but it brings great rewards, especially for our students. Among the rewards for us, will be a community recognition that we are professionals able to relate local and global movements in education in a meaningful way, able to ensure our students progress in locally and globally useful ways, and able to create and sustain our own very high quality teaching and learning standards. Colleagues, I look forward to working with you in achieving this professionalisme. 
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